
 Depression

What is depression?  
 The dictionary definition of depression is: “a sunken place or part; an area lower 
than the surrounding surface.” That would seem to suggest that a blow was inflicted on a 
part of the earth, causing a sunken place to occur. The earth is a metaphor for the soul in 
the Bible. Hmm. 
 Also, depression is defined as, “sadness; gloom; dejection” and in psychological 
terms, “a condition of general emotional dejection and withdrawal; sadness greater and 
more prolonged than that warranted by any objective reason.” (dictionary.com) 
 Spiritually, depression is a darkness in the mind that infiltrates the rest of the per-
son. It might begin in childhood when, inflicted like a blow, it creates a deep well in the 
soul.  Crater-like. Creating a hollow place. Since people naturally attempt to attach rea-
sons to things, depression persuades us to believe lies: that we are separate from God and 
others and always will be, for depression strikes the core of a person with lies that sound 
true. These lies weaken their resolve to solve the problem that caused them to sink, so 
they live in an unresolved story with a bad ending.  
 Depression can describe the plight of a person  who is “stuck” and cannot move 
forward, much like a helpless bug that has been rolled over onto his back who cannot 
walk until someone rolls him over onto his feet again. This might best describe the type 
of depression known as “situational” depression. It often mimics melancholy.   
 Another type, more chronic, is caused by a chemical deficiency in the brain.  It is 
best treated with a medication, according to the beliefs of current medicine. The biggest 
problem with that theory is that so many people in the country are on prescription meds 
for depression. Depression cannot be an epidemic, or can it?  We are not qualified to di-
agnose it or judge it here. (Not to suggest that chronic depression is not meant to be treat-
ed medically; but that is not the purpose of this discussion.)  
 Have you known anyone who is depressed? Have you personally experienced feel-
ing depressed? If so, we might be more familiar with situational depression, having suf-
fered from it occasionally ourselves. 
       *** 
Depression vs. Melancholy 
  I have seen depression resemble melancholy in a personality. Have you?  But 
while we can successfully medicate depression, it is unlikely to vanish if it is a part of a 
person’s temperament. Melancholy is defined as: “ suggestive or expressive of sadness or 
depression of mind or spirit; pensive”.  


http://dictionary.com
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/expressive
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	  Many artists are pensive people and yet offer healing to others with their art.  The 
melancholy person longs for wholeness, though, seldom thinking that they might already 
possess it. They often feel like freaks of nature, but in reality, they are an expression of 
one facet of the nature of God that needs to be understood and valued! Being valued for 
their hearts might help them to move toward wholeness when being misunderstood might 
push them toward a deep depression and exit from a life with God. 
   We do great harm to them by expecting melancholy to disappear and treating it as 
if it is an abnormality, or a deformity of character. It is merely a trait, one which dissolves 
into each part of the person: their mind, their will, their emotion.  
 We must not train the melancholy person to hate a part of themselves that is not 
really flawed, but is actually organic. Artistic flair may never offer healing to the world, 
as a result. We must stop judging what we do not know! We cannot tell by looking why a 
person “seems” depressed. 
       *** 
Here is one remedy: Let’s look at the lies we have fallen for, then at the belief systems 
the Bible presents that counter those lies. Then, let’s make sure we choose to believe the 
truth.  We can then approach people with beliefs that restore their dignity instead of feed-
ing them the lies they assume others believe about them. 
Lies: 
 1. I am alone. God has singled me out to punish me. 
 2. I am afraid. 
 3.  I am ashamed; no one understands me. 
 4. I am depressed because I did something bad. Fear is my deserved punishment.  
 5.  God is disappointed in me. The people in my church (or Christianity) are, too. 
 6.  I can never serve God this way. 
 7.  I cannot change, so I might as well put an end to this suffering.  
Our belief system: What do you believe about each of the statements above? 
 1. 
 2. 
 3. 
 4. 
 5. 
 6. 
 7. 
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What the Bible says: 
 There are different types of faith, but we all exercise faith everyday.  We often lack 
the power to change, though.  Has our faith really helped us or others? Maybe we are not 
believing and acting on the truth. Believing and acting on the truth activates His power, 
because it is faith that pleases Him. (Hebrews 11:6) James tells us that faith without 
works is dead. (James 2:26) So what are we to believe? Maybe what we are told: 
 We are told: “Fear not, little flock; for it is the Father’s good pleasure to give you 
the kingdom.” Luke 12:32.  (This is a quote by Jesus, Who is the Author and Finisher of 
our faith. He ought to know.) If the Father is pleased to give us the kingdom, why should 
we ever be afraid to ask for it? (Isn’t health part of the Kingdom?) Yet, some of our fa-
vorite beliefs keep us from asking for what He has promised to give joyfully! As a result, 
the Church appears impoverished rather than abundant to the culture. This makes us look 
really bad, but makes God look even worse.    
What does Luke 12:32 tell us about God?  
 It also tells us something about people. We need to become people who help 
restore other people to believing and acting on the truth, not a lie. (May even make Chris-
tianity more appealing—not to mention, God.) 
 For example, what do we know from the Bible about the kingdom He longs to 
give us? 

• It can be shaken, but not destroyed. (Hebrews 12:28) 
• It is the substance of our character (Matthew 5:3-11) 
• It has laws, such as kindness (Proverbs 31:26) 
• It is an everlasting kingdom ( Psalms 145:13) 
• We receive a lavish entrance into the kingdom (II Peter 1:11) 

And many more things that are not the subject of this lesson. We see that He wants to 
give us a wealthy inheritance, and this discredits the lies that depressed people—all of us, 
really—have chosen to believe. 
 The truth is the hardest thing to hold onto when a person is depressed. We who 
love them must make a safe place for them to keep believing the truth, though. After all, 
they may have just misunderstood this season they're in. (And what do we know?) It may 
appear that God is silent because He’s overlooking them, but what if there is another ex-
planation? What if He is merely protecting them from receiving something that they are 
not yet ready to handle until they’ve grown into the next level? I once read that “the 
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choicest fruit was grown in the shade”. What if He has created this shade (silence, soli-
tude, etc.) to grow a character trait in the depressed person? 
 We need to have eyes to see, ears to hear, a heart to listen. To God. To others. To 
our own voices. What if there are other explanations for why a person is depressed? Oth-
er solutions? 
 What truths counter the lies a depressed person believes? 
 1. “I will never leave you, nor forsake you.” (Hebrews 13:5) 
 2.  “Be not afraid”. (Deut. 13:6) 
 3.  “Fear not; for I am with you: be not dismayed; for I am your God: I will 
strengthen you; yes, I will help you; yes, I will uphold you with my righteous right hand. 
All that were incensed against you will be ashamed and confounded; they shall be as 
nothing and all that strive with you shall perish. You will seek them and not find them: 
those who war against you shall be as nothing, and as a thing of nought. For I, the Lord 
your God, will hold your right hand, saying to you, ‘Fear not; I will help you.’” Isaiah 
41:10-13.   
 4.  “Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we might obtain 
mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.” (Hebrews 4:16) 
 5.  “For the Lord will not cast off His people, neither will He forsake His inheri-
tance.” (Psalms 94:14) 
 6.  “They that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy.” (Jonah 2:8) 
 7.  “Now when I am old and grayheaded, O God, forsake me not; until I have 
shown Thy strength to this generation and Thy power to everyone that is to 
come.” (Psalms 71:18) 
      ***  
 It is our responsibility to love. To reach out, in strength. To care. To earn trust by 
refusing to judge what we don’t know. (And could not handle if we did.) 
 Depression is the result of blows that wound the spirit, the soul, the heart of anoth-
er human. If it hurts them, it hurts us. If it creates a hollow in them, it creates one in us. 
Or should—must. Love will find ways to fill the deep hollow places created by blows in-
flicted in sorrowful times. (Psalms 84:6-7)  
 Let’s find ways for true belief systems to fill those wells: to grow, in power that 
will strengthen those weakened by depression. (Hebrews 12:11) 


